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Abstract: Statistical and analytical research were carried
out in order to optimize geometrical variables for organic
convective heat flow from the Transformers tank, and
several fin designs for transformers assembly were
presented for geometrical optimization. The original
rectangle, wavy, trapezoidal, as well as triangular fin
geometries were used in the computational fluid dynamics
research.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A transformer is an electrical device that transfers energy
through one circuit towards another. It's being utilized to
change the voltage of a power system. The transformer is a
major element of the electrical network for a variety of
reasons, including its high cost, direct impact on network
operation, placement, and oil and toxic materials substance. As
a result, it's critical to keep it safe from complete collapse,
which could put the lives of nearby residents and the electrical
grid at risk. The major cause of transformer failure is an
increase in oil temperature.
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transformer will never be 100 percent efficient. The winding
resistance thermal loss, eddy current loss, and hysteresis loss
are the three major losses. . The hysteresis loss occurs
primarily in the core, as a result of a coupling effect between
frequency and material characteristics. There are also other
factors that contribute to energy loss, including mechanical
loss, stray loss, magnetostriction loss, and so forth.
Helix wires comprised of copper or even other conductors
make up windings. Despite the low resistance, the current
passing through the wire could still start causing resistive heat.
The resistance in a transformer will significantly raise,
especially in high-frequency and high-temperature conditions.
Eddy currents circulate thru the core and windings, and the
frequency and material thickness coupling impacts may cause
resistive heat loss.
Dry method, self-cooled transformers employ air natural (AN)
cooling methodology. The transformer is cooled using this
technique, which relies on the natural circulation of the
surrounding air. The transformer's windings are designed to
protect from mechanery damage by a sheet metal
compartment.
Low
voltage
comparatively
compact transformers up to a few kVA use natural air cooling.
In dry type, forced-air cooled transformers, air forced (AF)
cooling is employed. For cooling, a consistent blast of filtrate
cool air is pressured via core as well as windings of the
transformer with the assistance of a fan. This technique is
employed to cool transformers with a capacity of
approximately 15 MVA.
In oil immerged category of transformers, naturally air natural
cooling is employed. The core and windings of the majority of
medium - big transformers are immersed in dielectric oil, that
also serves as a cooling as well as insulating channel.

Figure 1 Disc winding transformer
Heat is initiated when the transformer is in methodology due
to copper losses inside the windings as well as iron losses
inside the core. The term "cooling of the transformer" refers to
the process of removing heat from either the transformer.
An ideal transformer, as one related to electric constituent,
seems to have no energy losses. In actual fact, moreover, a
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A sheet steel type of tank houses the oil-immersed
transformers. The oil is heated by the heat produced in the core
as well as windings. The heated oil is becoming lightweight
and floats to the upside of the transformer tank, while the cool
oil increases from the lowest part. Natural circulation of the
oil transfers the heat of the oil to the tank walls, and indeed the
heat is then after transferred to the surrounding air via natural
radiation as well as convection. As a result, the oil cools and
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falls to the ground. As a result, the transformer is cooled by a This technique of cooling is employed for transformers with
natural oil circulation system.
better ratings, such as those found in substations and power
plants.
II.

Figure 2 Transformer cooling by a natural oil circulation

system
The heat produced by the transformer's core as well
as windings is transmitted to the tank walls as well as radiator
via natural oil circulation in oil natural air pressured cooling
performance of the transformer. The pressured air is already
instructed over through the transformer's cooling components
(reservoirs, radiator, pipes, fins, and so on). As a result, the
transformer is allowed to cool by natural oil circulation and a
strike of air.

LITERATURE REVIEW

(Paramane et al., 2016) [1] Radiator-fan components
experiments and numerical simulations for ONAN and ONAF
cooling combinations are presented. For the experimental
studies, an in-house radiator experimenting facility was
established, and computer program was employed for the
simulation results. The conjugate heat transfer was taken into
account in the simulation results, with oil inside it and air
outside the radiator. The current research is conducted on a set
of five radiators (each with 27 fins and a height of 2.5 metres)
and two fans (of 1 m diameter). For heat dissipation from
radiators, there is strong agreement among both simulation and
experimental outcomes. The impact of longitudinal air
circulation versus horizontal air circulation on thermal
performance is investigated numerically. The flow pattern has
an important impact on the oil ciculation and temperature
distribution from inside heaters, with longitudinal air
circulation dissipating 6.1 percent further heat than vertical air
circulation. In comparison to the conventional linear profile
presumption for all transformer refrigerating combinations,
the average oil temperature distribution within the radiators
along the height continues to follow an exponentially decaying
distribution. The research is helpful to transformer design and
production, as it leads to better thermal layout.

(Raeisian et al., 2019a) [2] Edible oils can be used as a
dependable replacement for petroleum depending oils in
transformer cooling applications due to its excellent
characteristics of accessibility and degradability. As a result,
the effectiveness of waste cooking vegetable oil because after
Figure 3 Transformer cooling by natural oil circulation and
transesterification has now been assessed for use in power
strike of air.
transformers. The concentration, heat capacity, viscosity,
This cooling technique is helpful for huge transformers of thermal transfer, breakdown voltage, and flash point of this oil
approximately to 60 MVA.
have all been determined by comparison to those of mineral
oil. Moreover, utilising the evaluated characteristics, the
In this method of cooling, the heated oil is circulated from the
thermal behaviour of an existing transformer's cooling system
top of the transformer tank to a heat exchanger and the blast
was modeled and simulated. According to these
of air is forced through the heat exchanger by turning on a
measurements, the breakdown voltage and heat conductivity
fan. Then, the cool oil is returned to the bottom of the
of vegetable oil, which are the two major transformer oil
transformer tank.
indicators, are 48 percent and 33 percent greater than those of
mineral oil, including both, whilst the viscosity is significantly
lower. Besides which, the transformer hotspot temperature is
3 °C lower with vegetable oil than it does with mineral oil, and
the transformer is much cooler in the heat active region. The
waste cooking vegetable oil was adopted in this research not
just as a substitute of cooling medium for liquid-filled
transformers, and also as a responsible way of repurposing
waste resources, reducing pollution, and publicising
advantages for the environment.
(Pendyala et al., 2016) [3] Because of their excellent thermal
characteristics, nanofluids are regarded as promising heat

Figure 4 Oil Forced Air Forced Cooling
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transfer liquid. Nanoparticles added to transformer oil can help
improve heat transfer rate and extend the life of the
transformer. In oil-filled distributor transformers, transformer
oil has been utilised to dissipate heat from the system, that also
operates on the basis of natural convective heat transfer.
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) and graphite depending nanofluids
are used in parametric simulations of a slice model of a
distributor transformer. Using 3D computer model, the
thermal properties of devised geometry is investigated at
various nanoparticle concentrations (0-2 vol percent) in
transformer oil. At the winding and core areas, the slice
approach is formulated having defined heat flux as initial
conditions. At varying particle applied loads, the temperature
and velocity characteristics are evaluated. Researchers
measured and calculated the total heat transfer coefficients of
transformer oil including and excluding nanoparticles. To
comprehend the natural convective processing behaviour of
nanofluids inside the topography, Nusselt and Rayleigh
numerals are determined. The addendum of carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) and graphite nanoparticles (graphite nanoparticles) to
transformer oil at various particle loadings has been
considered to have a strong influence on the energy
achievement of transformer oil due to a higher heat
transferring coefficient than transformer oil.

well as an innovative equation for permissible distribution
transformer loading.

(Radakovic et al., 2017) [4] The transformer, high voltage, as
well as low voltage containers are all housed in a kiosk with
suction and discharge air ducts in this manuscript. The wellknown dynamic thermal model of an oil-immersed power
transformer is supplemented by thermal models of the kiosk's
ceilings and walls, as well as organic air circulation via
ventilation holes. On every one of the exterior surface, the
effect of wind direction and speed on heat transfer rate is
considered. The sun irradiation on every one of the kiosk
interfaces is calculated using the solar calculator, which
effectively addresses shadows on a few of the walls. The
balance of pressure generated due to the thermal buoyancy and
pressure loss on the air route is used to design natural
ventilation. The model is verified by comparing computation
to values measured on the transformer kiosk, which were taken
on various surfaces of air circulation inlet and outlet entry
points. The model can be used to optimise ventilation open
positions during the design phase (jalousies). Some other
framework is the prediction of the highest allowable load in
predicted environmental temperature, which could be used in
the context of the smart grid notion.

(Mahdi et al., 2019) [7] On a 250 kVA, 11 kV oil-immersed
power distribution transformer, a mathematical model and
evaluation of the performance were investigated. Temperature
surveillance as a time - dependent was achieved using
exploratory data collected regionally. The ANSYS fluent 15
software was used to create the numerical model. The
correlations between experimental and simulated temperature
values were affirmed appropriately. The analysis was used to
predict the impact of fin geometry on transformer temperature
and natural circulation currents. Four fin designs were
recommended and evaluated by comparing to a rectangular
standard design. The rectangular design (Design A) with air
circulation routes had the same implication as the standard
design. The effectiveness of the perforated rectangular design
(Design B) was marginally better. The broad top side
parallelogram design (Design C) had the superior heat
performance, while the standard design was better off in terms
of heat transfer than the broad lower side parallelogram
(Design D).

(Taheri et al., 2019) [5] The thermal resistance prototype with
solar radiation is used throughout the publication to forecast
the transformer's temperature profile under overloading
conditions. Finally, the transformer's operation is explored
including and excluding consideration of the solar radiation
impact, as well as the implications on the transformer's
casualties due to increased oil temperature. To consider the
effect of solar irradiance on oil temperature, formula are
introduced that use the theory of thermal resistance to quantify
the darkness surface generated on fin-folded transformers, as
www.ijoscience.com
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(Raeisian et al., 2019b) [6] A arithmetical program has been
developed in this manuscript to evaluate the relevant attributes
on distribution transformer heat dissipation and, as a result, to
optimise their cooling systems. In this case, the response
surface methodology (RSM) was used as an optimization
technique to reduce the transformer's hotspot temperature as a
response factor. The quantitative model's correctness was
assessed by comparing simulation solutions to data measured
of a running transformer. The thermal differences of the
transformer oil's thermo-physical properties are investigated
directly and subsumed into mathematical analysis. To
determine the most effective variables on the transformer's
thermal performance, a thorough parametric survey was made
between many seven clearly key parameters. Fin height,
length, and distance were discovered to be the most influential
parameters amongst investigated parameters, which are also
used as response variable in the optimization procedure. The
hotspot temperature is strongly affected by fin height than fin
length and spacing, according to the findings. Besides which,
as fin height and length raise, so does the hotspot temperature,
which reduces as fin spacing rises.

(Gour et al., 2012) [8] This article concentrates on the most
efficient ways to cool the transformer. Several losses occur
throughout the operation of a transformer, leading to the
production of heat. If this heat isn't correctly dissipated, it can
cause a slew of metallurgical issues in the transformer. It
describes how the transformer oil and spooling temperatures
affect the transformer's ability to accomplish the life
expectancy. The study also outlines an electrical parameter
that, when controlled during operation, reduces the amount of
energy produced and means helping to extend the life of the
transformer.
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(Si et al., 2020) [9] The electromagnetic losses of various Below table gives the technical specifications of Transformer
aspects as well as the heat transfer procedure in a three-phase and fin geometry.
forced oil airflow transformer (400 kVA-15 kV/400 V) are
numerically investigated in this paper using the FEM. The
Specification
Dimension
consequences of metal components' EM loss on hot spot
temperature of various components and oil circulation in
Transformer Load
250 KVA
transformer is also researched, as well as the leakage magnetic
flux and eddy current loss density for metallic components and
oil tank. Ground current is initiated by leakage magnetic flux
Transformer
1345mm X 800mm X
in metallic components, and surface current density is high
Dimension (l X b X h)
1315mm
because once leakage magnetic flux concentrates.
Fin Dimension
190 mm X 1192 mm
(Farhan et al., 2019) [10] In this manuscript, researchers
simulated various fin geometries at various flow intensities in
Fin Thickness
10 mm
order to determine the best design for improved flow and heat
transfer attributes in transformer cooling. Researchers use the
energy density of oil (pressure) as a conduction intensity
Table 1: Transformer and Fin Geometry
variable because oil is a compressible fluid that changes with
temperature. Shear stresses (pressure drop) are found to be Characteristics of Material of the Transformer and fin
directly proportional to flow intensity. Pressure loss is more
prominent in rectangular fins including a elevated height-to- geometry
width ratio (h/w), and it sharply decreases for lower h/w ratios,
Materials/
Iron
Copper
— particularly at bends, yet it is considerably better in conicshaped fins, especially at a 1.2. Due to the transient heat
Characteristics
transfer occurrence, researchers perceive an inverse
Dimensions
Transformer
Coil
proportionality of drop in temperature with flow intensity.
Tank, Fin,
(Bahri & Hasini, 2018) [11] The purpose of this paper is to
Core
look into the circulation and heat dissipation of a transformer
in a substation constructing having no ventilation. The
Density
8030 kg/m3
8978 kg/m3
research is done with CFD, which simulates the circulation and
conjugate heat transfer in the step-up transformer and its
surroundings. This paper proposes three different substation
Thermal
502.48 j/kg. k
381 j/kg. k
air circulation models. Having fixed inlets, the related to air
Conductivity
outlet positions is evaluated. The main goal is to look into the
Specific Heat
16.27 w/m.k
387.6 w/m.k
surface and surrounding temperatures of transformers with
various ventilation systems. The results showed that a
transformer substation's natural ventilation can be kept to a
Table 2: Characteristics of the Material
basic essentials to prevent transformer overheating. In a
transformer substation, this can be accomplished by carefully
Characteristics of Transformer Oil
choosing appropriate air intake and exhaust stances.
(Zhang et al., 2021) [12] The hot spot temperature (HST) is an
essential property that reflects the traction transformer's
having to work state, and the load characteristics have a
significant impact on the HST. The load characteristics of
transformers are rarely considered in depth in recent research,
and most temperature research focuses on steady load. As a
result, the FEM simulation in this paper establishes a HST
forecasting models for the suction transformer based on load
characteristics. The current findings demonstrate that the
proposed method can predict the HST of traction transformers
under various operating conditions and can be used as a regard
for suction transformer load delivering.
III.

METHODOLOGY
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Materials/

Transformer Oil

Characteristics
Dimensions

Fluid Domain

Density

870 kg/m3

Thermal Conductivity

2000 j/kg. k

Specific Heat

0.109 w/m.k

Viscosity

0.0124 kg/m.s
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Table 3: Characteristics of transformer oil

Temperature Drop (k)

Temperature Drop

Substance properties are the most important aspects of any
assessment that must be determined before proceeding on to
the next step. There are thousands of substances accessible in
the ANSYS ecosystem, and if a libraries is needed but not
found in the ANSYS directory, a novel substance directory
could be built. Iron was utilized as the substance for the
Transformers tanks, fin, and core in this project. The following
are the substance features of the current case: Isotropic
thermalconductivity: 16.27 w/m k, Particular Heat: 502.48
J/kg k, Frequency: 8030kg m-3
IV.
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35
30
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20

Temperature
Drop

Fin Shape

RESULT ANALYSIS

The Computational Fluid Dynamics were conducted using Figure 6 Temperature Drop Obtained For Various Fin Shape
ANSYS workbench based on CFD methodology the effects of
different important geometrical parameters on the Convective
V.
CONCLUSION
heat transfer From both actual and proposed Design of
transformer fins. Highest and lowest Temperature Accquired Statistical and analytical research were carried out in order to
optimise geometrical variables for organic convective heat
From Assesmentow in is shown in table below.
flow from the Transformers tank, and several fin designs for
Table 4 Highest and lowest Temperature Accquired From
transformers assembly were presented for geometrical
optimisation. The original rectangle, wavy, trapezoidal, as
Assesment
well as
triangular fin geometries were used in the
computational
fluid dynamics research. The article's
Maximum
Minimum
Fin Shape
conclusion is shown below.:
Temperature
Temperature
1. The drop in temperature collected at the ends of the fin for
Rectangular
338 k
312 k
the basic transformers shape was 26k.
Wavy

338 k

312 k

2. Wavy fins produced the same findings, with such a drop in
temperature of 26 degrees Celsius among the fins' ends.

Trapezoidal

338 k

306 k

3. The temperature fall there at trapezoidal fin's end were
around 32k.

Triangular

338 k

300 k

4. A maximal temperature fall of nearly 38 degrees Celsius
was observed among the ends of the triangular fins.

Temperature (k)

350

5. Based on the aforementioned findings, it can be inferred that
while altering the design of the fins does not provide the
desired outcomes, altering the upward width of the fins can.

Temperature

340

6. Based on the findings of the research, it can be concluded
that triangular fins are well suited for use here.

330
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